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Razzle Dazzle Gift Card Holder 

Materials: 
 
• Blueberry Crisp DSP 
• Pacific Point, Very Vanilla and Sahara 

Sand card stock 
• Sahara Sand and Pacific Point Ink 
• Scalloped border, Wide Oval and Butterfly 

punch 
• Lots of Tags die, Petals-a-plenty emboss-

ing folder, Scalloped Envelope die 
• Rhinestone brads 
• Razzle Dazzle and Perfect Punches Stamp 

Set 

Instructions: 
 
1. Cut a piece of Pacific Point cardstock in half vertically. Edge one end using the Scallop Trim 

Border punch. 
2. Starting from the end which hasn’t been edged, score at 8cm and then at 20cm. Stamp Razzle 

Dazzle in Pacific Point Ink as shown. 
3. Place the end which hasn’t been edged (the 8cm section) into the Lots of Petals embossing 

folder, so that the scoreline is at the base of the embossing folder. Emboss as normal using 
your BigShot so that only the 8cm section will be embossed. 

4. Fold both ends towards the centre so that the Scallop trim Edge overlaps the embossed piece. 
5. Cut a scalloped envelope using the die and BigShot. Stamp the Razzle Dazzle stamp onto the 

front. Make up using adhesive and adhere the back to the centre of the centre panel as shown. 
Close the gift holder. 

6. Cut a piece of Pacific Point cardstock 2.5 cm x 28-30cm long, and a piece of DSP 2.0cm wide 
and 28-30cm long. Adhere the DSP to the cardstock. 

7. Make this into a band around the gift card holder and adhere securely (I use sticky strip for this). 
8. Stamp the Razzle Dazzle stamp onto the scrap of very Vanilla cardstock (stamping off once). 

Stamp the greeting on one edge using Pacific Point. Cut this out with the wide oval punch and 
cut the first layer of the butterfly out of the other edge using the butterfly punch. 

9. Cut the second layer of the butterfly out of DSP using the butterfly punch.  
10. Cut the shape to mat the greeting out of Pacific Point using the Big Shot. Adhere the greeting 

and adhere to the band using Dimensionals. 
11. Adhere the butterfly to the band using the rhinestone. 
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